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To sum it up, there are three numbers in the Bible that point to Jesus as the Christ of God. Take the numbers and from there its easy to find
out what you should do. For example, The Greek word for times is (tarchas) 3 times, meaning a period of time, or 3x24x60=864. The Greek
word for thousand is (milia) 1000 times, meaning a great deal of time. This is why the beast is called the image of the beast, his image is of
him, one thousand seven hundred and sixty six years. And for seventy two months or 3x24x60=864. If you look at the Greek numbers, then

divide 144,000 by eight, and multiply it by three, your result would be 4,863.364. Add the three numbers together and this gives you
8,863.364, it is Jesus Christ. Now if you add up all three numbers from counting 666 by moving the + symbol around, it would be

72+72+18=162. What is compelling about the number 162, is, if you divide 144,000 by 162, you get 888. The name of Jesus in Greek
gematria adds up to 888. The New Testament was originally written in the Greek language. Revelation 14:1 not only mentions the 144,000,
but also the Lamb who is Jesus. In the Greek (the New Testament was originally written in the Greek language), and other translations, you
will notice the beast is described as an it, instead of him. The reason Im making this point is because when a translation says His number is

666, this would imply a singular person, the Antichrist. But by saying the number of it 666, implies that it is of the beast system as a whole. I
am planning to make a website that covers 24 languages. Do I need to download each language and combine them all into one. I am

hesitant to go with them all because some of them have several million words. I am planning to write about Syrian history and geography. I
need to make a dictionary because I want to be able to search by phrase.
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french is spoken in france and in other former french colonies in the americas, especially the former
colonies of the americas. the french language (france, france) is the official language of france,

francophone countries in western africa, belgium, luxembourg, switzerland, andorra, monaco, the
overseas departments and territories of france, most of the americas, and parts of asia, most notably

vietnam. in 2005, french was the most spoken of the romance languages with over 557 million
native speakers. latin is often thought of as a hard language to learn, but the roots of the romance

languages are latin. there is a reason why there are several languages on top of each other. the
bible says that you must know many languages in order for god to work through you, and for

prophecy to be fulfilled. in other words, if you are of an ethnic minority, you need to know at least
english, spanish, french, german, italian, greek, etc.. if you are from that ethnic group and not fluent
in all of those languages, that makes you vulnerable to the enemy. there should be more than 1000

translations of the bible, but there are very few. this is why it is important that you understand
hebrew as well as greek. we cannot understand much of the bible unless we can follow the original
text. this is why the bible was not originally written in hebrew, but in greek, and that greek is the

same language you are studying. the greek languages should be taught in all countries and homes,
but i do not think the world is ready for that. perhaps after an earthquake or nuclear attack, or when

we see what is coming in the rest of the bible. 5ec8ef588b
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